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The Forgotten History of Japanese Women’s History and the Rise of Women and Gender
History in the Academy
Marnie S. Anderson
Abstract: Japanese men began writing Japanese women’s history over a century ago, although
the academic ﬁeld of women’s history did not become established until more recent decades.
This article traces the development of women’s history in both Japan and the Anglophone West
by focusing on four distinct moments. I examine how the ﬁeld evolved and consider some of
the key players. Then, I turn to the sometimes-complicated relationship between women’s
history and feminism and the rise of gender history. Tracing the absence and presence of
women over the past 130 years provides a novel view on the history of Japanese women’s
history. The post-World War II period marks the only era when women were entirely absent
from the historiography—and this absence was limited to Western scholarship. Finally, I draw
attention to the rich conversations and works of translation in the international ﬁeld of
Japanese women’s history today.
Introduction: While it is commonplace to think about women’s history as a relatively recent
development, in fact, Japanese men began writing histories of Japanese women shortly after
the turn of the twentieth century. This article sketches the development of the history of
women and gender in Japan and later the Anglophone West over the past approximately 130
years; it considers where the ﬁelds developed separately and where they converged.1 To a
lesser extent, it also touches on some of the people who wrote this history. While individuals
have been writing Japanese women’s history for many decades, the ﬁeld only became
established within the academy starting in the 1970s.
In an era when ﬁelds like global history have come under attack for ignoring non-Anglophone
scholarship, I highlight conversations between Japanese and Western-based historians of
women and gender in Japan. Their conversations have forged a rich and creative ﬁeld, which
has led to transnational conversations and translations, often in the form of edited volumes.2 In
addition, I suggest that this collaboration may provide inspiration for other ﬁelds.3
In order to understand the rise of Japanese women’s history, I have divided this article into four
historical moments. The ﬁrst moment begins in the late nineteenth century when Japan rapidly
modernized on a West-ern model. It continues through the 1920s, a decade that saw
considerable scholarship on women and gender, most of which was written by male scholars.
These scholars were keenly aware of how important clarifying the “woman question” (or
“woman problem”) was to establishing Japan’s status in the world at a time when Western
countries viewed Japan as less than civilized. In the West, this moment coincided with the
professionalization of the discipline of history, and it was a time when scholarly writing on any
aspect of Japanese history in English was scarce, much less writing on women.4 My second
moment is the immediate post-World War II years through the 1960s, an era that brought
growth in the writing of women’s history in Japan but not in the West. Western scholars of
Japan—almost all male—were shaped by the then-dominant paradigm of modernization
theory. The third moment considers the 1970s and 1980s, when women’s history as an

academic ﬁeld took off in both places, coinciding in complex ways with second-wave feminism
in the West and ūman ribu (women’s liberation) in Japan. The fourth and ﬁnal moment begins
in the 1990s when scholars began using the term “gender history” more widely and continues
to the present. Of course, distinct national and regional contexts led to differences in how this
story unfolded.
Overall, I demonstrate that Japanese women’s history has been around much longer than
scholars normally appreciate. In addition, I suggest some reasons why scholars have overlooked
or forgotten this long history. To appreciate the way the ﬁeld developed, it is necessary to
pinpoint the multiple centers and inﬂuences that contributed to the rise of Japanese women’s
history. The lines between earlier and later developments in the ﬁeld of women and gender
history do not always connect—earlier studies did not necessarily inform later scholarship and
the reasons are multiple. Sometimes later practitioners were unaware of earlier texts or
scholars dismissed their predecessors as ideologically driven or “amateurish” as Bonnie Smith
has noted in The Gender of History, a study of the birth of the discipline of academic history in
the West and the attendant exclusion of women as authors of history.5 I contend that the
complete absence of Japa-nese women’s history was most pronounced in Anglophone
scholarship on Japan during the height of modernization studies in the post-World War II era
and that it lasted through the early 1970s, when different forces pro-pelled the rise of the
academic ﬁeld of women’s history around the world. A caveat—my account of how Japanese
women’s history developed is in no way exhaustive or authoritative. I attempt to highlight key
ﬁgures and scholarly works in each of the four historical moments I take up, but there are, no
doubt, many people and texts that I have unintentionally left out.6
The Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
As I noted, Japanese male historians began writing Japanese women’s history in the decades
following the turn of the twentieth century. A list of early works suggests that initial efforts
were scattered but gained momentum by the 1920s.7 A few female historians joined this
project in the 1930s.
Interest in the history of women’s experiences emerged out of a long-standing concern with the
status of women in Japan, an issue that absorbed male elites in the decades following the Meiji
Restoration (1868), as they sought to raise Japan’s status on the international stage. The
important bibliography of women’s history, Nihon joseishi kenkyū bunken mokuroku
(Bibliography of research on Japanese women’s history), considers these works to be early
examples of the genre of women’s history, as precursors to the academic works that took off in
the early twentieth century. For ex-ample, in 1889 the journalist Kawata Rin’ya’s Nihon joshi
shinkaron (On the evolution of Japanese women) argued that social reform and equal rights for
men and women were necessary if Japan was to enhance its authority, build a strong economy,
and establish itself on equal footing with West-ern nations. Tatsumi Kojirō’s 1887 Seiyō Nihon
joken enkakushi (History of women’s rights in the West and Japan) advanced similar arguments
and claimed that Japanese women enjoyed equality in the ancient past before the arrival of
Buddhism and Confucianism.8

In the late nineteenth century, the status of women served as a barometer of a country’s level
of civilization around the world. Elite Japanese men took up the question of a woman’s place
because they were eager to show Westerners that Japan was civilized; this effort was part of
their bid to overturn the unequal treaties and attain parity with Western powers on the
international stage. As I have argued elsewhere, these debates began among male elites but
eventually came to include women.9 Even as the “woman question” took center stage in the
Meiji period, women were marginalized as never before by the time the government
promulgated the Meiji Constitution in 1889 and the ﬁrst legislature (Diet) met in 1890. In other
words, women faced both new opportunities and new constraints as Japan modernized. By the
turn of the twentieth century, the urgency that informed the early Meiji debates about women
subsided, and Japan attained an elusive parity with the West. Conversations about women’s
roles moved to another sphere, and critics labeled the issue a “problem.”10 It was also during
the ﬁrst decades of the twentieth century that the vocabulary of “feminism” took hold around
the world, reshaping the parameters of debates about women. Conversations increasingly
centered on political rights, especially suffrage.11
Scholars in the ﬁelds of history and ethnology examined women’s is-sues in the late 1910s and
1920s.12 Gains were particularly rich in the ﬁeld of folk ethnology (minzoku gaku). In 1937, a
group of young male historians published an outstanding collection of essays on women’s
historical roles entitled Joseishi kenkyū (A study of women’s history).13 The contributors,
including Nishioka Toranosuke and Inoue Kiyoshi, became key ﬁgures in various eras of
Japanese history in the postwar era, as the editors of Women and Class in Japanese History
point out.14
A similar impulse to write about women in the context of rapid nation building can be found in
the work of male intellectuals in late-imperial China who, at the turn of the twentieth century,
wrote about Chinese women. They laid the groundwork for the emergence of women’s history
a few decades later. To be sure, continuities with past practices persisted. As Gail Hershatter
and Wang Zheng note, “when male intellectuals concerned with building a nation-state began
to write about women at the turn of the twentieth century, they were continuing the practice
of prescribing women’s conduct, this time for an enlarged role in society.”15 By the 1920s and
1930s, Chinese male scholars “produced a historiography of women organized in a binary
scheme of ‘oppressed victim’ vs. ‘liberated modern subject.’”16
Turning to Europe, we see that women wrote history (although not women’s history)
throughout the nineteenth century, often alongside their historian husbands or fathers. But the
birth of history as an academic discipline brought major changes to the practice of writing
history. The professionalization of the discipline in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries relegated women to the sidelines, especially as history became a male profession and
the “central concerns revolved around the (male) political sphere.”17
Whereas the authors of early women’s history in both China and Japan were men, in the West,
the primary authors were women. Notable works in this genre include Alice Clark’s Working Life
of Women in the Seventeenth Century (1919) and Ivy Pinchbeck’s Women Workers and the In-

dustrial Revolution (1930).18 Both women were part of a group working on “feminist-inspired
social and economic history” at the London School of Economics.19 In the United States, women
historians had been able to join the American Historical Association, a professional
organization, since the late nineteenth century, but men dominated the professional culture
and effectively barred women from crucial spaces for networking, a situation that led some
female historians to found the Berkshire Conference of Women Historians in 1930.20 One of the
early pioneers of women’s history was Mary Ritter Beard (1876–1958) who published several
books, including one on Japanese women. Beard also helped found the Sophia Smith Collection,
an archive of women’s history at Smith College, in 1942.21
Western research on Japanese women, unsurprisingly, did not emerge for several decades, and
research on any subject of Japanese history in English was just beginning with the work of
Asakawa Kan’ichi (1873–1948), who taught and researched at Dartmouth and later Yale, and E.
H. Norman (1909–1957), who published his most famous work Japan’s Emergence as a Modern
State in 1940.22
Why did the practice of writing about women in history exist on a larger scale earlier in Japan
and China than in the West? While there is no way to deﬁnitively answer this question, it
undoubtedly relates to the fact that government ofﬁcials and intellectuals in Japan and China
were in no position to dismiss women’s status as trivial. Western countries justiﬁed unequal
treaties with Japan and China in part on the grounds that East Asian societies were less
civilized—among other things, Westerners believed that countries like Japan treated women
and workers poorly.23 In Japan, the “woman question” as well the “labor question” dominated
the agenda of social scientists during this period, entwined as these questions were with
Japan’s status in the world.24 Women’s history—and women’s biographies, a long-standing
genre in East Asia—mattered less to national male leaders and scholars in the West who were
secure in the conviction that Westerners were ahead of the rest of the world.
Japanese Women Writing History before 1945
As E. Patricia Tsurumi has documented, Japanese women also wrote history in the decades
leading up to the Asia-Paciﬁc War (1937–1945).26 The most famous was the anarchist-feminist
historian Takamure Itsue (1894–1964) who turned to writing history in 1931. She published
extensively on Japan’s ancient past and conducted pathbreaking research on transformations in
Japanese marriage customs, pinpointing the beginnings of patriarchal society in Japan in the
fourteenth century. By showing that patriarchy in Japan was not timeless, Takamure hoped to
lend historical evidence to her idealized view of the past—a past where Japanese people lived
in small, self-sufﬁcient communities that valued women, especially as mothers. Hitomi
Tonomura points out that Takamure’s assertions have since “invited vigorous reexamination
and reinterpretation of her categories and analyses,” but the importance of Takamure’s work
cannot be overstated. 27 Takamure was not alone in her idealization of the past, but her support
of the wartime Japanese state and embrace of the emperor has meant that she remains a
controversial ﬁgure among feminists today who struggle with how to weigh her legacy.28

The socialist-feminist Yamakawa Kikue (1890–1980), whom Tsurumi once called “an accidental
historian,” also wrote history in the wartime years. Anglophone scholars typically associate
Yamakawa with debates she engaged in with prominent socialists and feminists in the 1920s;
Yamakawa reminded male socialists of the need to address women’s issues, while she sparred
with feminists “on the possibility of women achieving full rights within a capitalist system.”29
But in the chilling political environment of the late 1930s and early 1940s, Yamakawa was no
longer able to write freely about feminism or socialism without running the risk of prison. At
this point, she met the folklore scholar Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962) who encouraged her to
write her own family’s history. The result is the marvelous Buke no josei (Women of the Mito
Domain) (1943), a study of lower-level samurai families in the nineteenth century that centered
on her mother and grandmother.30 In it, Yamakawa trains her eyes on the frequently
overlooked experiences of these women, leaving detailed and often moving portraits of their
lives.31
Finally, it is worth mentioning the work of Aoyama Nao (1900–1985), a historian of education
who achieved prominence in the postwar decades with such studies as her 1982 Meiji joggakō
no kenkyū (Studies of Meiji girls’ schools).32 Aoyama entered Tohoku University in 1928 and
studied with Muraoka Tsunetsugu (1884–1946), a renowned scholar of Japanese thought. In
the 1930s, she taught at Tokyo Woman’s Christian College (present-day Tokyo Woman’s
Christian University). A women’s history prize was established in her name in 1986.
On Women’s History in Postwar Japan
The postwar Japanese Constitution (1946). granted women the right to vote, and the larger
atmosphere of demilitarization and democratization spurred publications on women in
Japanese history.33 In 1948, Inoue Kiyoshi—who contributed to the 1937 collection noted
above—published a best-selling survey Nihon joseishi (Japanese women’s history).34
Meanwhile, Takamure Itsue’s work continued into the postwar period, and she produced
several surveys of women’s history.35 Yamakawa became a bureaucrat, serving as the ﬁrst
director of the Women’s and Minors Bureau. She continued to write social commentary, but
history did not occupy much of her time, for the constraints that channeled her energies into
writing history during wartime had dissipated.36
In these early postwar decades, Inoue and Takamure presented two entirely different
interpretive arcs of women in Japanese history that set the stage for trends that emerged in the
1970s. While Inoue focused on Japanese women’s history as one of gradual liberation over
time, Takamure believed that women enjoyed high status early on in history, but their position
declined with the rise of private property. Inﬂuenced by the writings of Frederick Engels and
Henry Louis Morgan, Takamure “viewed civilization as harmful to women’s interests in contrast
to the ideal natural or primitive state.”37 Into this debate stepped the historian Murakami
Nobuhiko in the 1970s. Like Takamure, Murakami saw patriarchy as rooted in the Meiji state,
but he introduced a new direction for women’s history by focusing on the rhythms of women’s
daily lives rather than solely on women’s liberation.38 Meanwhile, scholars began to specialize

in women’s history in the 1970s, whereas scholars previously wrote women’s history in addition
to their major ﬁeld of specialization.39
Research on women, importantly, was not conﬁned to the academy in the early postwar
decades. Outside of academic circles, Japanese women began writing history under the
guidance of male scholars, as an aspect of democratic practice under the Marxist-inspired
“People’s History Movement” (“Kokuminteki rekishigaku und¯o”).40 Curtis Anderson Gayle
points out that amateur historians offered up alternative woman-centered views of history,
locating the meaning of womanhood in motherhood.41 Similar movements continued into the
1960s, when women formed history-writing groups and explored their wartime experiences not
just for themselves but also so that their children could read and learn from them.42 The
connections between these early amateur groups and the later established ﬁeld of women’s
history is complicated. Yet Gayle suggests that today, local women’s history is viewed as a
“precursor” for the later, more fully developed ﬁeld of academic women’s history.43 Over time,
interest in women’s historical experiences from academics to ordinary citizens gathered
momentum across society. Several groups wrote regional women’s history, leading to rich
volumes that focused on women’s histories at the prefectural level, although such histories
tend to be looked down upon within the academy.44
What was happening among academic historians in Japan who did not address women? This
article is by no means the place for a comprehensive analysis, but it is worth mentioning that
Marxist thought dominated “mainstream” Japanese history during the postwar era. Over time,
another group of historians who sought to understand the lives of ordinary people by writing
“people’s history” (minshūshi) emerged in the 1960s and 1970s.45 As Carol Gluck explained in
1978, these scholars “began a search for what they call an internal—or indigenous—approach
to modern Japanese history” while eschewing Marxist frameworks and modernization theory.46
But even this group—with its clear sympathies for non-elite actors—did not write much about
women.47
Modernization Theory and the Absence of Women
The postwar years marked the moment when the Anglophone ﬁeld of Japanese studies came
together within the context of Cold War area studies.48 Modernization theory, a supposedly
value-free framework that posited a set of universal stages all societies pass through (and an
alternative to Marxist theory), dominated the Anglophone historiography of Japan in the
postwar years. This moment also saw a complete absence of women, as a look at a famous
1960 conference on modernization theory held in Hakone, Japan, suggests. The Hakone
conference, which included Japanese and Western scholars, was the ﬁrst in a series of six
seminars on the nature of modernization sponsored by the Ford Foundation—the topic was
closely bound up with cold war politics and priorities.49
There were few female scholars of Japan in the West in the early 1960s. None were present at
the Hakone conference. Even the wives of male scholars did not attend the proceedings or the
meals. According to Victor Koschmann, special entertainment was provided for the wives and

they were only asked to join the men during a social hour.50 Not only were women physically
absent, but the question of women’s historical experiences did not emerge in the conference
discussions as scholars debated the stages of modernization and the nature of democracy in
Japan.51 Women’s history as a ﬁeld did not yet exist, so the lack of discussion of women should
not surprise us. To borrow the vocabulary of gender history, the Hakone conference was a
masculine space, and modernization theory as practiced by Western scholars of Japan was a
masculine ﬁeld.
Perhaps by 1960 the Hakone participants assumed that the “woman question and problem”
had been solved, for Japanese women had been granted the vote in the aftermath of the war
under the Allied Occupation. Observers considered the granting of rights, especially suffrage, as
the mark of a civilized society. Modernization theory maintained that all societies progressed
through a series of stages, and the enactment of women’s suffrage throughout the world in the
ﬁrst half of the twentieth century lent itself to this framework.52
Even as women were not present at the conversations at the Hakone conference, the
framework of inevitable progress that anchored debates about women’s status and civilization
some eighty years earlier in the Meiji years remained intact. As Harry Harootunian points out in
his discussion of the conference, “the invited surprise mystery guest was the ghost of Herbert
Spencer, an old friend of Meiji Japanese, who worried about getting out of a feudal standstill
and onto the track leading to rational progress.”53 Spencer’s inﬂuence lived on in the work of
the modernization theorists, but his concern with women’s status and equality entirely
disappeared. Spencer devoted a chapter of his Social Statics (1851) to the rights of women
(parts of his book were translated into Japanese in 1878 and 1881).54 No doubt women did not
ﬁt into the value-free taxonomy and the focus on institutions that so concerned modernization
scholars. Modernization theory, then, was distinguished by its focus on processes over
people—with the exception of a few great men—and was especially inattentive to women.55
Modernization theory fell from its dominant position in the 1970s, just as the ﬁeld of women’s
history came into its own.
The 1970s in the US and Japan
The rise of academic women’s history coincided with the height of second-wave feminism.
Scholars of women, buoyed by their experiences of restoring women to the historical record,
sought to rescue women from patriarchal paradigms. In the United States, the decades saw the
founding of journals like Signs (1975) and the publication of Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s
pathbreaking article, “The Female World of Love and Ritual” (1975), all of which signaled the
arrival of a new ﬁeld of women’s history.56
In the midst of this growth, the Japan historian John Dower observed in 1975, “There exists no
really comprehensive study of women in Japanese history.”57 As I have suggested above,
Dower’s assessment was mostly correct in the case of Anglophone scholarship. To the best of
my knowledge, the only two postwar texts on women’s history published in English before 1975
were Mary Ritter Beard’s 1953 Women as a Force in Japanese History and Joyce Ackroyd’s 1959

article “Women in Feudal Japan.”58 It is worth noting that Beard served more as an editor than
an author, as she did not read Japanese. Almost two decades earlier, Beard’s friend, the birth
control advocate Katō (Ishimoto) Shidzue (sometimes rendered as Shizue) (1897–2001), asked
several scholars in Japan to compile sketches of famous women in Japanese history.59 Another
friend, Reiko Mitsui, translated the sketches into English in the late 1930s, although the time
was not right to publish such a work given the rising tensions between Japan and the United
States.60
Ackroyd’s publication was quite different. An Australian scholar of Japan with a PhD from
Cambridge University, she not only read Japanese but also wrote a dissertation on the
Confucian scholar Arai Hakuseki (1657–1725). Other books worth mentioning include such wellknown memoirs published in English as Katō’s Facing Two Ways (1935) and Etsu Inagaki
Sugimoto’s Daughter of the Samurai (1925) and such portraits as Isabella Bird’s Japanese Girls
and Women (1891).61 All three texts contain valuable information but were not written from a
scholarly perspective, although they undoubtedly shaped Western public opinion. The same
point holds true for books by Protestant missionaries like Maude Whitemore Madden’s Women
of the Meiji Era (1919).62
The growth of women’s history in Japan and the United States in the 1970s coincided with
second-wave feminism in the West and ūman ribu in Japan.63 But we should be wary of
assuming these social movements were the same. As Setsu Shigematsu argues, feminism in
Japan was not a foreign import but rather “born from the cross-fertilizations of genealogies of
resistance both domestic and international.”64 In contrast to the United States and other
Western countries, feminism had little direct effect on the development of the women’s history
ﬁeld in Japan. In fact, Yuko Takahashi and Ueno Chizuko have pointed out that sociology rather
than history was the discipline most impacted by feminism, and the discipline of women’s
studies developed separately from women’s history.65
By the 1980s, Japanese historians of Japan and other places like China, the United States, and
Europe who specialized in women’s history began to reach a wider audience. Takahashi
observes that historians at Japanese universities who focused on European and US women’s
history had an easier time gaining legitimacy within the Japanese academy than scholars of
Japanese women’s history.66 Still, the 1980s saw stunning growth in the ﬁeld and the
publication of a number of important collaborative volumes.67
In general, scholars of women’s history faced several obstacles. For one, new scholars had
difﬁculty ﬁnding jobs unless they already had one since universities did not designate positions
for “women’s history.” As a result, much of the scholarship on women’s history was produced
outside of the academy by female scholars who did not have formal academic posi-tions.68
There were a few exceptions. When Nagano Hiroko began writing women’s history in the
1980s, she already had a position as an economic historian at Chūō University that enabled her
to pursue her research on women.69 Wakita Haruko (1934–2016) of Shiga University also
started out as a historian of medieval commerce and urban space before taking up women’s
history in the 1980s.70

The Turn to Gender
Whereas early scholars of women’s history in the Western academy aimed to restore women to
history, their emphasis shifted in the 1980s and 1990s.71 Under the inﬂuence of
poststructuralist theory and the linguistic turn, historians of women began casting about for
new models and a place in the mainstream of the profession. Until this time, women’s history
had been largely “contained in a separate sphere.”72 But as Kathleen Canning explains, “a
gradual breakdown of the category ‘woman’ had begun to propel the turn to gender.”73 In this
setting, Joan Scott’s “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis” made waves. Scott’s
contribution made “explicit the new directions and analytical promise of the ﬂourishing scholarship in feminist history” and called on all historians to address gender.74 Some of Scott’s
points did not go unchallenged—particularly her focus on discourse—and set off a series of
lively debates among feminist scholars, but gender as a category had arrived.
To simplify a complicated and rich story, the turn to gender elicited multiple reactions. Many
welcomed it and used the terms “women” and “gender” together.75 Others who saw
themselves as practitioners of “women’s history”—rather than gender history—expressed
anxiety about the destabilizing effects of using “gender” rather than “women.” They worried
that turning to gender undermined the political project of writing women into history. Canning
reminds us that national context mattered in these debates: “Where women’s history was still
in an early stage of research or had yet to establish its legitimacy, the arrival of gender
appeared to cut short a struggle not yet won.” 76 In the end, however, their fears about the turn
to gender proved unfounded. Rather, scholars addressed both women and gender together,
and most scholars did not see the ﬁelds as mutually exclusive—one could be both a historian of
women and gender.
Canning’s comments focus on developments in western Europe and the United States, but her
point about “national contexts” as a major factor in the development of the ﬁeld pertains to
Japan as well. The arrival of gender history in Japan in the late 1980s and early 1990s—and the
formation of a society dedicated to gender history, the Gender History Association of Japan
(GHAJ) in 2004—sparked resistance among mainstream male scholars as well as scholars of
women’s history who opposed the new ﬁeld of women’s studies.77 Some objected vociferously
to the idea that masculinity could be an object of study.78 Nagano explains that gender history
was gaining currency and, subsequently, the “old style of women’s history. . . is now becoming
the minority.”79 Much of the momentum for the rise of gender history came from Japanese
specialists of European and American history, although Japanese historians of Japanese
women’s history also played an integral role. A small group at its founding, the GHAJ has grown
signiﬁcantly in recent years. In addition to generating scholarship, some members have worked
with other historians of women to produce two secondary textbooks, one on Japanese history
and one on world history, that engage with the theme of gender in history.80 These authors aim
to correct misconceptions of women in other textbooks, for instance challenging the tendency
to romanticize the urban culture of the early modern Japanese pleasure quarters while
obscuring the exploitation of the licensed prostitution system.81

The question of whether women and gender history are conceptually distinct ﬁelds appears to
be not yet settled in Japan.82 In a recent article, Rui Kohiyama notes that before publishing a
book, she and a colleague debated the question of whether to title it “women’s history” or
“gender history.” In the end, they “settled on gender history to highlight the inclusive message
that ‘gender’ would convey.” 83 But other scholars made different choices, and in the end,
Kohiyama notes that “there is no ﬁnal consensus” on how to approach the issue. These
concerns are no longer heard much in the West.84
The Anglophone Japan Field since the 1980s and Cross-Cultural Connections: From Absence to
Presence
While Dower highlighted the lack of a ﬁeld of Japanese women’s his-tory in English in the mid1970s, the situation changed in the 1980s with the publication of Sharon Sievers’s Flowers in
Salt: The Beginnings of Feminist Consciousness in Japan (1983), a book that continues to be
widely read and cited.85 The ﬁeld made great strides in the 1990s with the publication of such
edited volumes as Gail Lee Bernstein’s Recreating Japanese Women (1991), Hitomi Tonomura,
Anne Walthall, and Wakita Haruko’s Women and Class in Japanese History (1999), and Wakita
Haruko, Susan Hanley, and Anne Bouchy’s Gender and Japanese History (1999).86 Recreating
Japanese Women, the earliest volume, inspired a new generation of scholars to pursue
women’s history, as the volume signaled that the ﬁeld now had legitimacy.87
Meanwhile, historians began to grapple with gender, and by the 2000s, the word “gender” was
ubiquitous in scholarly works. The ﬁeld boasted several volumes on gender as well as
masculinity.88 Scholars started to address gender in the Japanese Empire, for after all, the
borders of imperial Japan from 1895 to 1945 stretched well beyond the archipelago.89 The once
unimaginable became thinkable as scholars wrote biographies focused on female subjects.
Anne Walthall published The Weak Body of a Useless Woman: Matsuo Taseko and the Meiji
Restoration (1998), and more recently Laura Nenzi produced The Chaos and Cosmos of
Kurosawa Tokiko: One Women’s Transit from Tokugawa to Meiji Japan (2015).90 Yet even as the
ﬁeld made great advances, challenges remain. For example, Nenzi received reviewer feedback
at an early stage of her project asking why she needed to write a biography of another loyalist
woman since Walthall already had written one.91 We can detect a larger tendency to approach
women and gender history with different standards than are applied to more “mainstream
historical scholarship”; when it comes to women, some scholars expect a high level of
representativeness that they do not apply to the study of men. Put differently, there is a “one is
enough” logic persisting in the background.92
Worth stressing too is the extent to which the ﬁeld in the West developed in conversation with
Japanese scholars of women and through the work of translation. Here I credit the labor of
several scholars who have dedicated time and energy to organizing conferences, engaging in
dialogue, and translating scholarship, both from Japanese to English and English to Japanese.93
English-language books that exemplify these trends include Gender and Japanese History,
edited by Wakita Haruko, Susan Hanley, and Anne Bouchy (2 vols., 1999, also published in
Japanese); Women and Class in Japanese History (1999); Engendering Faith, edited by Barbara

Ruch (2002); The Female As Subject, edited by P. F. Kornicki, Mara Patessio, and G. G. Rowley
(2010); Recreating Japanese Men, edited by Sabine Früstück and Anne Walthall (2011); and the
forthcoming Women and Networks in Nineteenth-Century Japan, edited by Bettina GramlichOka, Anne Walthall, Miyazaki Fumiko, and Sugano Noriko.94 Journals like the U.S.-Japan
Women’s Journal, founded in 1988, also facilitate international conversations on women and
gender and are indebted to the pioneering role of founder Mizuta Noriko, a scholar of
literature.95 Mizuta’s work reminds us that literary studies of women writers who were also
activists has been a fruitful area of inquiry and a site where women’s history and literary studies
have overlapped.96
The growth of the Anglophone Japan ﬁeld on women and gender has drawn inspiration from
both larger developments in the historical scholarship on women and gender and in
transnational conversations with Japanese scholars.97 At the same time, the relatively small
numbers of people working in Japanese history has meant that the ﬁeld’s development has
been slower than in ﬁelds like US and European women’s and gender history. Even the
Anglophone China ﬁeld seems bigger. These other ﬁelds simply have more scholars. The
situation begs the question of how the ﬁeld can continue to thrive at a time when history
departments in the United States appear to be cutting positions in Japanese history and, in
some cases, not replacing lines after a faculty member retires. One way forward is for all
scholars to start taking up gender. This approach has been most recently adopted by the editors
of the forthcoming Cambridge History of Japan series who called on all contributors to engage
with gender, rather than designate a single essay as the “gender chapter.”98
Final Thoughts
We have seen that the history of writing Japanese women’s history dates back to the turn of
the twentieth century and that the roots go back even further. In contrast, in the Anglophone
West, Japanese women’s history emerged later, and, in both cases, the ﬁeld of women’s history
did not come into its own until the 1970s and 1980s. But the writing of women’s history and the
legitimacy of women’s and gender history within the academy are not the same thing. And
legitimacy has multiple levels; even if one’s scholarship enjoys currency, one needs institutional
support—including positions, funding, and opportunities—to publish. And what of the ability to
train graduate students? The question of positions within the academy for scholars of women’s
and gender history—many of whom are women—continues to be an issue around the world.99
In closing, I return to the title of this article, “The Forgotten History of Women’s History.” The
scale we use to study the past matters. Looking at the absence and presence of women over
the past 130 years—rather than the past 50 years—provides a different view on the subject of
women in Japanese history. The post-World War II and Cold War period marks the only era
when women were entirely absent from historiography—and this absence was limited to
Western scholarship. Women’s absence during the height of modernization-minded work in the
early postwar decades emerges as more of an anomaly when we adopt a wider lens. In Japan,
however, women’s history was not so much forgotten in the postwar moment as present on
the margins (with key exceptions like Inoue’s 1948 Nihon joseishi). The disconnected lines—that

people have often not remembered what came before or else disparaged it—combined with
the liminal place of some of the early research on women has made it difﬁcult to appreciate this
longer history.
Conversations between historians of women and gender in the West and Japan may offer
inspiration for other transnational endeavors, especially at a time when critics have pointed out
how little non-Anglophone scholarship is absorbed by Anglophone historians.100 The Latin
America specialist Jeremy Adelman has recently called global history “another Anglospheric
invention to integrate the Other into a cosmopolitan narrative on our terms, in our tongues.”101
While Adelman’s charge is not without merit, it does not apply to the conferences,
collaborations, and translations among scholars of Japanese women’s history in Japan and
abroad that I have mentioned here.
While women and women’s history were marginal in the scholarly worlds of Japanese history a
half-century ago, we are at a different place today. Yet the academy still has a ways to go until
full presence is a reality.102 Remembering the past history of women’s history should play a key
role in the future.
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